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ABSTRACT

It has become a research hotspot to explore raw material substitutes of concrete. It is important to research the
mechanical properties of self-compacting concrete (SCC) with slag powder (SP) and rubber particle (RP) repla-
cing cement and coarse aggregate, respectively. 12 kinds of composite modified self-compacting concrete
(CMSCC) specimens were prepared by using 10%, 20% and 30% SP and 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% RP. The rheo-
logical properties, mechanical properties and microstructure of the CMSCC were investigated. Results indicate
that the workability, compressive strength, splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of CMSCC prepared
by 20% SP and less than 40% RP are improved. In order to maximize the utilization of waste materials,
20% SP and 40% RP can be used as the optimal ratio of the combined modifier. The microstructure shows that
the addition of proper amount of SP is conducive to the formation of increasingly more uniform C-S-H gel. C-S-
H gel can fill the internal pores of the sample and enhance the adhesion between the aggregate, thus improving
the mechanical properties of CMSCC. RP has a rougher surface and lower density and stiffness, which inhibits the
workability and mechanical properties of CMSCC. The above research results have important theoretical and
practical significance for the selection of raw materials of self-compacting concrete and the rational use of indus-
trial wastes.
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1 Introduction

Self-compacting concrete (SCC) is a new type of concrete material with high mobility. SCC simplifies
the construction process, greatly saves the labor cost, reduces the power consumption and noise pollution
caused by vibration, and has been widely used [1,2]. Compared with ordinary concrete, the most
important characteristic of SCC is its excellent working performance through the high dosage of
cementitious material (cement). Cement industry is a highly polluting and energy-consuming industry.
The production process not only consumes a large amount of coal, limestone, iron ore and clay, but also
emits a large amount of CO2, which seriously pollutes the environment [3,4]. In addition, the massive
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exploitation of concrete natural aggregate also causes a series of environmental problems. The large-scale use
of concrete material poses a severe challenge to the supply of concrete raw materials [5,6].

With the acceleration of industrialization, a large number of industrial wastes, such as fly ash, slag
powder, tailings and waste rubber, are seriously endangering the ecological environment [7,8]. The
application of these harmful substances in the production of building materials can not only solve the
problem of environmental pollution, but also reduce the production cost of building materials, so it has
been widely concerned. Mahdi et al. [9] studied the durability and environmental harmfulness of concrete
after fly ash replaced cement and base ash replaced river sand, and concluded that fly ash and base ash
could partially replace the raw material of concrete. Hai et al. [10] prepared SCC containing fly ash to
replace part of cement, and further explored the influence of steel fiber on the performance of fly ash
modified SCC. The results showed that the addition of steel fiber could significantly improve the axial
compression deformation ability of fly ash SCC, but had little effect on the compressive strength of fly
ash modified SCC. Soliman et al. [11,12] found in their study that when the replacement proportion of
glass powder was 20%, the compressive strength of concrete increased by about 6%, and when the
replacement proportion continued to increase, the compressive strength of concrete gradually decreased.
Ismail et al. [13,14] showed that when the amount of cementing material was 500 kg/m3, concrete with
15% rubber content had acceptable strength, fluidity and stability. When the dosage of cementitious
material is 550 kg/m3, the stability of rubber concrete can be improved, and the rubber content can reach
20% at most. In addition, the incorporation of fly ash can improve the working performance of rubber
concrete and reduce the amount of efficient water reducer [15,16]. Therefore, industrial waste can be used
effectively as a substitute for cementitious materials in concrete.

In addition to studying the possibility of replacing cementitious materials in concrete, a large number of
researchers have focused on the feasibility of replacing aggregate in concrete with industrial waste. Eldin
et al. found through experimental study that when concrete fine aggregate was completely replaced by
rubber aggregate, the compressive strength and tensile strength of concrete were reduced by 65% and
50%, respectively [17]. Bompa et al. [18] established the fractional relationship between the strength
reduction coefficient of rubber aggregate concrete and the volume replacement rate of rubber aggregate
by using mathematical regression method based on the experimental data collected by different scholars.
Other studies have shown that the shape, grading, hydration degree and water content of concrete coarse
aggregate have a profound impact on the physical and mechanical properties of concrete [19,20].
Abdallah et al. [21,22] observed that replacing coarse aggregate with high-angle glass particles would
reduce the workability of concrete. It can be seen that the coarse aggregate also plays an important role in
the performance of concrete.

However, most scholars focus on the study of the influence of single admixtures on SCC performance,
and there are relatively few studies on the influence of compound admixtures on SCC performance,
especially the study on the modification mechanism of SCC by a variety of industrial wastes. Therefore,
in this paper, cement and coarse aggregate in SCC were replaced by SP and RP respectively to prepare
CMSCC. By studying the basic physical and mechanical properties and microscopic characteristics of
CMSCC, the engineering application value and composite modification mechanism of CMSCC were
obtained.

2 Raw Materials and Test Methods

2.1 Materials
The raw materials of CMSCC are as follows: (1) P·O 42.5 ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with an

apparent density of 3100 kg/m3; (2) The specific surface area and activity index of granular blast furnace
slag powder are 4200 cm2/g and 105, respectively. (3) Fine aggregate with particle size less than
2.30 mm have an apparent density of 2600 g/cm3, water content of 1.2%, and fineness modulus of 2.55.
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(4) Coarse aggregate with particle size between 4.70 and 10 mm have an apparent density of 2600 g/cm3 and
water content of 0.3%. (5) Polycarboxylic superplasticizer (PS) have a solid content of 16.5% and water
reduction rate of 25.5%. (6) RP with a particle size of 6~10 mm. (7) Water. Chemical compositions of SP
and cement are summarized in Table 1. SP and RP used in the research are shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 Mixture Designs
The fresh and hardened concrete properties of CMSCC would be investigated. The mix design in this

study was modeled on the previous research results [1], and revised in accordance with the characteristics of
the materials selected for this study. Standard SCC ratio without SP and RP was used as control group.
A combination of twelve other mixes containing 10%, 20%, and 30% SP as cement replacement and
30%, 40%, 50%, and 60% RP as coarse aggregate replacement were prepared. The material composition
of the mixture is shown in Table 2.

2.3 Test Methods
Workability tests of fresh concrete involved slump flow test and V-funnel test performedas per ASTM

and EFNARC standards [23]. The material fluidity is evaluated by the slump spread diameter D when the
material stops flowing. The cohesiveness of the material was evaluated by the flow time extension up to
500 mm and through the V-shaped funnel. The slump flow test is conducted as shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1: Chemical compositions of SP and cement

Materials Mass fraction/%

CaO Al2O3 SO3 SiO2 Fe2O3 Others

OPC 63.27 5.82 2.62 19.73 4.35 4.21

SP 39.31 17.12 3.03 28.54 4.22 7.70

Figure 1: SP and RP
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To study the mechanical properties of CMSCC, cube specimens 100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm and
prisms specimens 100 mm × 100 mm × 350 mm were cast for each mix and cured for 7 days and 28 days
in water tanks as per ASTM C192/C192M [24] after de-molding. According to ASTM C39/C39M [25]
and ASTM C496/C496M [26], cube specimens with different mixing modes and cured ages of CMSCC
were tested for compressive strength and splitting tensile strength. According to ASTM C78/C78M [27],
prisms specimens with different mixing modes and cured ages of CMSCC were tested for flexural
strength in four point bending test. All the test results are the average of the three samples. The
microstructure of CMSCC with different SP and RP content was tested by SEM. And the samples were
dried to a constant weight under vacuum and then tested.

Table 2: Mix design composition/kg·m3

Mix OPC SP Water Fine aggregate Coarse aggregate RP PS

S0R0 450 0 300 980 710 0 15

S10R30 405 45 300 980 497 213 15

S10R40 405 45 300 980 426 284 15

S10R50 405 45 300 980 355 355 15

S10R60 405 45 300 980 284 426 15

S20R30 360 90 300 980 497 213 15

S20R40 360 90 300 980 426 284 15

S20R50 360 90 300 980 355 355 15

S20R60 360 90 300 980 284 426 15

S30R30 315 135 300 980 497 213 15

S30R40 315 135 300 980 426 284 15

S30R50 315 135 300 980 355 355 15

S30R60 315 135 300 980 284 426 15

Figure 2: Slump flow test
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Slump Flow Test
The result of slump flow test is shown in Fig. 3. The slump flow of CMSCC varies from 652 to 730 mm

with increasing SP and RP content. The slump flow of CMSCC increases first and then decreases with
increasing SP content at constant level of RP. When SP content is 20%, the workability of CMSCC is the
best, which indicates that the replacement of cement with an appropriate amount of SP can significantly
improve the fluidity of CMSCC. The activity of SP is not fully activated when the content of SP is higher
than 20%, and the remaining SP is filled in the pores as fine aggregate, resulting in a gradual decrease in
the workability of the CMSCC. Boukendakdji et al. [28,29] pointed out that the optimal replacement
amount of slag powder to improve SCC fluidity was 15%, and when the slag powder amount exceeded
15%, the growth trend was no longer obvious. Meanwhile, the slump flow of CMSCC decreases with
increasing RP content at constant level of SP. The decrease in workability may be attributed to the rough
serrated edge of RP, and more energy is needed to overcome the internal friction in the flow. As can be
seen from Fig. 3, the standard SCC without SP and RP has a slump flow of 716 mm. When SP content is
20% and RP content is no more than 40%, the workability of CMSCC is better than that of standard SCC.

3.2 T500 and V-Funnel Time
The results of T500 and V-funnel time are shown in Fig. 4. The T500 time and V-funnel time of the

CMSCC mixture fluctuated in the range of 2.9~6.6 s and 7.8~14.5 s, respectively. The T500 time and
V-funnel time of CMSCC decreases first and then increases with increasing SP content at constant level
of RP. When SP content is 20%, the viscosity of CMSCC is the minimum, which indicates that the
replacement of cement with an appropriate amount of SP can significantly reduce the viscosity of
CMSCC. The activity of SP is not fully activated when the content of SP is higher than 20%, and the
remaining SP is filled in the pores as fine aggregate, resulting in a gradual increase in the viscosity of the
CMSCC. Dadsetan et al. [30] also obtained similar results: when the water-binder ratio was 0.4, replacing
cement with 10% slag powder would result in the maximum reduction of V-funnel flow time. Meanwhile,
the T500 time and V-funnel time of CMSCC increases with increasing RP content at constant level of SP.
The increase in viscosity may be attributed to the rough serrated edge of RP, and more energy is needed
to overcome the internal friction in the flow. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the T500 time and V-funnel time
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Figure 3: Slump flow variations with increasing SP and RP content
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of standard SCC without SP and RP are 3.4 and 8.9 s, respectively. It can be seen from the comprehensive
test results that when SP content is 10% or 20% and RP content is no higher than 40%, the T500 time and V-
funnel time of CMSCC are lower than or close to the standard SCC.

3.3 Compressive Strength
The 7-day and 28-day compressive strength variation with increasing SP and RP content are graphically

shown in Fig. 5. The 7-day and 28-day compressive strengths of CMSCC ranged from 29.2 to 45.8 MPa and
37.2 to 54.8 MPa, respectively. At constant level of RP content, the 7-day compressive strength of the
CMSCC decreases gradually, while the 28-day compressive strength increases gradually with the
increasing of SP content. The reason for the above results is that the activation of pozzolanic activity of
SP takes a long time, so the early strength of CMSCC is low. When the pozzolanic activity of SP is fully
activated, the strength of CMSCC will increase. When the SP content is higher than 20%, the 28-day
compressive strength growth rate of CMSCC is low. The enhancement effect of SP on the 28-day
compressive strength of CMSCC can be attributed to two main factors: (1) SP with particle size smaller
than cement can reduce the porosity of CMSCC and enhance the bonding ability between slurry and
aggregate to form a dense microstructure, thus increasing the compressive strength of CMSCC.
Meanwhile, SP with larger specific surface area can produce more Ca(OH)2 in the hydration process,
which provides more reactive substances for the formation of calcium silicate hydrate gel (C-S-H). C-S-H
can better fill voids and reduce the number of large pores. (2) As can be seen from Table 1, the SiO2

content in SP is higher than that in cement, which may also improve the compressive strength of
CMSCC. Nazari et al. [31] pointed out that an appropriate amount of nano-SiO2 can improve the
mechanical properties of SCC.

On the other hand, there are decrease in 7-day and 28-day compressive strength of CMSCC with
increase in RP content at constant level of SP content. When the RP content is between 40% and 50%,
the compressive strength decreases most obviously. The effect of RP on CMSCC compressive strength is
attributed to two main factors: (1) The cohesive force between RP and cement slurry is weak, and it is
easy to form weak interfacial transition zone (ITZ). (2) The density and stiffness of RP and surrounding
concrete are greatly different. When subjected to load, the deformation of RP and surrounding concrete is
uneven, and cracks are more likely to occur in the weak ITZ, leading to the reduction of concrete
strength. Mastali et al. [32] pointed out that an appropriate amount of SP contributes to the formation of a
more compact C-S-H gel, thus enhancing the bond between RP and concrete matrix. Based on the 7-day
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Figure 4: T500 and V-funnel time variations with increasing SP and RP content
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and 28-day compressive strength test results of CMSCC, the strength of CMSCC with proper SP content was
better than that of standard SCC when the RP content was no more than 40%.

3.4 Elastic Modulus
The average results (three samples) pertaining to the secant elastic modulus of the CMSCC are presented

in Fig. 6. As can be seen from the Fig. 6, SP contributes to the growth of the elastic modulus of CMSCC,
while RP reduces the elastic modulus of CMSCC. The elastic modulus of a concrete composite is closely
related to that of its aggregates [32]. Therefore, the elastic modulus of CMSCC would be significantly
reduced after the replacement of aggregate by RP with weaker stiffness. The activity of SP volcanic ash
can improve the elastic modulus of CMSCC to a certain extent.

3.5 Splitting Tensile Strength and Flexural Strength
The splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of 7-day and 28-day variation with increasing SP and

RP content are graphically shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Similar to compressive strength, the 7-day
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splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of the CMSCC decreases gradually, while the 28-day splitting
tensile strength and flexural strength increases gradually with the increasing of SP content at constant level of
RP content. The 28-day splitting tensile strength and 28-day flexural strength of CMSCC varied between
2.1~5.1 MPa and 3.2~7.8 MPa, respectively. Similar to 28-day compressive strength, the splitting tensile
strength and flexural strength of the CMSCC increased gradually with the increase of SP content at
constant level of RP content. Differently, when SP content is higher than 20%, the splitting tensile
strength and flexural strength of CMSCC increase more obviously at a lower RP content. This is because
when the pozzolanic activity of SP is fully excited, it can better enhance cohesive force of aggregate-
clean slurry interface and RP-matrix interface than cement. On the other hand, as the content of RP
increase, the splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of CMSCC decrease, and the enhancement
effect of SP on CMSCC will also weaken. When the RP content is between 40% and 50%, the tensile
strength decreases most obviously. The cohesive force between RP and cement slurry is weak, and it is
easy to form weak ITZ. Under the action of tensile stress, the weak ITZ rapidly forms cracks and
expands, resulting in a significant decrease in the splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of the
specimen. Based on the above test results, it is concluded that when the RP content is no more than 40%,
an appropriate amount of SP can enhance the tensile strength of CMSCC.
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Figure 7: Results of 7-day and 28-day splitting tensile strength. (a) 7-day; (b) 28-day
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Fig. 9 provides the typical failure modes of CMSCC after splitting tensile and flexural tests. As can be
seen from the figure, CMSCC is completely divided into two fracture parts after failure, showing brittle
failure.

4 Microscopic Properties

Scanning electron microscopy was used to observe the microstructure of CMSCC specimens with
various SP and RP content at 28-day, as shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen from Figs. 10a and 10b that the
microstructure of the sample becomes denser with the increase of SP content at constant level of RP
content. More granular and cluster-like slurry and hydrated calcium silicate gel (C-S-H) were produced
inside the samples. C-S-H gel can fill the internal pores of samples and enhance the bonding force
between aggregate and slurry, which is an important reason why the increase of SP content can improve
the compressive strength and tensile strength of CMSCC.

Figure 9: Typical failure mode of tensile and flexural test. (a) Splitting tensile strength; (b) Flexural strength

Figure 10: Microstructure of CMSCCwith different SP and RP content. (a) 30% RP + 30% SP; (b) 30% RP
+ 10% SP; (c) 60% RP + 10% SP
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As shown in Figs. 10b and 10c, the microstructure of the sample becomes looser with the increase of RP
content at constant level of SP content. The amount of cementing materials such as cement slurry and
hydrated calcium silicate gel around the aggregate decreased significantly, leading to obvious pores and
weak interfacial transition zone. It is an important reason why the increase of RP content would decrease
the compressive strength and tensile strength of CMSCC.

5 Conclusions

This study was carried out to investigate the fresh and hardened properties of CMSCC. The main
conclusions as follows:

(1) SCC may be developed by replacing portion of cement and coarse aggregates by industrial waste
materials, i.e., SP and RP, without compromising of workability and mechanical properties of
concrete. Meanwhile, it can protect the environment and reduce the production cost.

(2) The workability, compressive strength, splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of CMSCC
improves with appropriate SP and RP dosage compared to standard SCC. In order to maximize
the utilization of waste materials, 20% SP and 40% RP can be used as the optimal ratio of the
combined modifier.

(3) Combined with SEM microstructure, the addition of proper amount of SP was conducive to the
formation of more and more uniform C-S-H gel. C-S-H gel could fill the internal pores of
the sample and enhance the cohesive force between the aggregate. RP has a rougher surface and
lower density and stiffness, which inhibits the workability and mechanical properties of CMSCC.
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the raw data of the article, we make the following explanation: (1) CMSCC mechanics data were obtained by
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